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ABSTRACT 

C4.5 is one of the most popular algorithms for rule base classification. Many empirical features in the algorithm 

exist, such as continuous number categorization, missing value handling and over-fitting. However, despite its 

promising advantage over the Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3), C4.5 has the major setback of presenting the 

equivalent result as the ID3, especially when the same number of attributes is used. This paper proposes a 

technique that will handle the setback reported in C4.5. The performance of the proposed technique is measured 

based on better accuracy.  The Entropy of Information Theory is measured to identify the central attribute for the 

dataset. The researchers apply exponential splitting information (EC4.5) in utilizing the central attribute of the 

same dataset. The result obtained on introducing Taylor series suggested a far better result than when the C4.5 

(gain ratio) was introduced. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Decision tree, as the name implies, is a predictive model that can be viewed as a tree structure, where 

specifically each branch of the tree is a classification question and the leaves of the tree are partitions of 

the dataset with their classification [1]-[2]. It is a logical model represented as a binary or multiclass tree 

that shows how the value of a target variable can be predicted by using the values of a set of predictor 

variables. Decision tree classifiers are considered “white box” classification models, as they can provide 

the explanation for their classification models and can be used directly for decision -making [3]. Many 

decision tree algorithms exist and these include: Alternating Decision Tree (LAD), C4.5 or J48 Pruned 

Tree, Classification and Regression Tree (CART), Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection 

(CHAID), Quest, …etc. Decision tree algorithms such as C4.5 had been developed earlier and continue 

to be regularly used in solving everyday classification tasks. However, despite its promising advantage 

over the ID3 algorithm, C4.5 has the major setback of presenting the equivalent result as the ID3, 

especially when the same number of attributes is used. In this paper, the predictive performance of this 

algorithm is enhanced by proposing another technique that will handle the noticeable setback and even 

present a more promising result than the C4.5 using (gain ratio). It is on this background that the 

exponential modification of the gain ratio is being proposed. 

2. RELATED WORK 

ID3 tree algorithm was introduced in 1986 by Quinlan Ross. It is based on Hunt’s algorithm and the 

algorithm is serially implemented. The ID3 uses an information gain measure in choosing the splitting 

attribute [4]. The basic strategy in ID3 is the selection of splitting attributes with the highest information 

gain. That is; the amount of information associated with an attribute value that is related to the 

probability of occurrence [2]. Once the attribute has been chosen, the amount of information is 

measured, which is known as entropy [5]. Entropy is used to measure the amount of uncertainty, surprise 

or randomness in a dataset. The entropy will be zero when all the data in the set belong to the single 

class. One of the challenges with this approach is when ID3 selects the attribute having more number of 

values, which may necessarily not be the best attribute [5]. When testing a small sample, data may be 

over-fitted or over-classified. At a time, only one attribute is used for the testing purpose. As specified 
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above, continuous data is difficult to analyze, as many trees need to be generated to find the perfect 

place to split the data, which makes the algorithm computationally expensive. The mathematical model 

of C4.5 is given by Equation (1). 

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑃, 𝐴) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑃) − ∑((𝑝𝑗)𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(

𝑣

𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗))                                     (1) 

On the other hand, C4.5 algorithm is an extension of ID3 algorithm. It has an enhanced method of tree 

pruning that reduces miss-classification errors due to noise or too much detail in the training dataset 

found in ID3. It uses the gain ratio impurity method to evaluate the splitting attribute [2], [6]. Quinlan 

Ross introduced split information to information gain of ID3 as an improvement to overcome the 

limitations of ID3, which are latency and over-fitting and it becomes computationally expensive in 

handling continuous data. The gain ratio is given by Equation (2). 

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜(𝐷,𝐴)  =
𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝐷) ∑ (𝑝𝑗∗𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑝𝑗))𝑖

𝑗=1

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜
                                 (2) 

i. It will increase the performance when the number of attributes differs. 

ii. It will increase the performance when the number of attributes is the same. 

iii. And it will decrease the percentage of uncertainty in C4.5 algorithm. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

To overcome the limitations of C4.5, the researchers used Taylor’s Series to modify the splitting 

information of C4.5.  

3.1 Data Collection 

The study uses an existing instructor’s performance dataset from Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University 

Bauchi, Nigeria. The data collected was cleaned, normalized and organized in a form suitable for data 

mining process using WEKA platform. Table 1 shows the data format used for the research. 

Table 1. Data format. 

S/N Variable Name Variable  Format Variable Type 

1. Gender Male, Female Categorical  

2. Appointment Status (Appt. 

Status) 

Permanent, Temporary, Contract Categorical 

3.  Employment  

Status (Emp. Status) 

Old, New Categorical 

4. Rank Professor, Reader, SL,L1,AL, GA Categorical 

5. Age 25, 30,… Numerical 

6. University Working 

Experience (Univ. Exp.) 

Year Numerical 

7. Academic Qualification (Aca. 

Qual) 

PhD, Master, Bachelor Categorical 

8. Year of the Last Qualification 1996,1997 Numerical 

9. Professional Qualification 

(Prof. Qual.) 

Yes, No Categorical 

10. Average Unit Load 10, 15, 20, 24…. Numerical 

11. Formative Assessment Points 1, 2, 3…. Numerical 

12. Summative Assessment Point 

(SAP) 

1, 2, 3…. Numerical 

13. Weighted Max Point 

(WmaxP) 

20, 30, 40, 50…… Numerical 

14. Performance Satisfactory, Average, Poor Categorical 

The data consists of both categorical and numerical data making it suitable to perform this experiment. 
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3.2 The Existing Model (C4.5) 

The C4.5 algorithm is an improvement of the ID3 algorithm, developed by Quinlan Ross in 1993. It 

uses gain ratio as an extension of gain information of ID3.  

3.2.1 Mathematical Model (C4.5)  

Let’s consider the following probability distribution (𝑃 = 𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3, 𝑝4, … , 𝑝𝑣) and a dataset D and 

define the information carried by the distribution otherwise known as the entropy of 𝑃, proposed by 

[14]-[15], [18] given as: 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑃) = − ∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑣
𝑗=1 log2(𝑝𝑗)                                                   (3) 

And the gain information for a test A is given by: 

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑃, 𝐴) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑃) − ∑((𝑝𝑗)𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(

𝑣

𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗))                                          (4) 

We can define the splitting information in the form: 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝐴(𝐷) = − ∑
⃒𝐷𝑗⃒

⃒𝐷⃒
log2 (

⃒𝐷𝑗⃒

⃒𝐷⃒
)𝑣

𝑗=1                                                     (5) 

Let us consider a dataset D of some certain attributes with element 𝑎1,𝑎2,𝑎3, … 𝑎𝑛, where the gain ratio 

of such data set is given by:  

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜(𝐷,𝐴) =
𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝐷) ∑ (𝑝𝑗∗𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑝𝑗))𝑖

𝑗=1

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜
                              (6) 

The two limitations associated with ID3; i.e., latency and over-fitting error are being improved by the 

gain ratio. The algorithm of C4.5 is shown below. 

3.2.2 Algorithm of C4.5 

Input: an attribute-valued dataset D 

 1.  Tree = {} 

 2. If D is “pure” OR other stopping criteria met then 

 3.   terminate 

 4. end if 

 5. for all attribute a ∈ D do 

 6.     Compute the gain ratio if we split on a 
 7.  end for 

8.  𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 =  Best attribute according to the above-computed criteria 

9. Tree = Create a decision node that tests 𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 in the root 

10. 𝐷𝑣 = Induced Sub-dataset from D based on 𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

11. for all 𝐷𝑣do 

12.   𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑣 = C4.5 (𝐷𝑣)  

13.   Attach  𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑣   to the corresponding branch of the Tree 

14. end for  

15. return Tree 

3.3 The Proposed Model (EC4.5) 

Suppose that we replace the split inform; i.e., denominator in Equation (6) with β  

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜(𝐷,𝐴)  =    
𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝐷) ∑ (𝑝𝑗∗𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑝𝑗))𝑖

𝑗=1

β
                               (7) 

The gain ratio is known to present a better result than the information gain if the set of element 𝑎𝑖 ≠
𝑎𝑗, but if 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑗, the result of the gain ratio and information gain is the same. We can see that from 

(4) if 𝛽 = 1:  
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𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜(𝐷, 𝐴) =  𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝐷) ∑ (𝑝𝑗  𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑝𝑗))                                     (8)

𝑖

𝑗=1

 

Equation (7) shows that when split info (β ) =1, then ID3 = C4.5. 

To overcome this: 

If we let β be the subject, we can rewrite (7) as:  

β =
𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝐷) ∑ (𝑝𝑗 ∗ 𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑝𝑗))𝑖

𝑗=1

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜(𝐷, 𝐴)
                                                    (9) 

Now, from (7), for β =1 

Consider a Taylor’s series  

1 +
𝑥

1!
+

𝑥2

2!
+

𝑥3

3!
+ ⋯

𝑥𝑛

𝑛!
                                                          (10) 

 

For 1x , the series can be rewritten as:  

𝛽

1!
+

𝛽

2!
+

𝛽

3!
+ ⋯

𝛽

𝑛!
                                                                        (11) 

By taking the limit at n ,  

𝛽

1!
+

𝛽

2!
+

𝛽

3!
+ ⋯

𝛽

𝑛!
      𝑛 → ∞ = 𝑒𝛽                                                 (12) 

e is called optimal split information; therefore, it optimizes the splitting information by splitting the 

value away from (1). It works for both cases: when 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑗  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑖 ≠ 𝑎𝑗. The new technique 

suggests the introduction of a new parameter to the splitting information. We denote this 𝐸 − 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 and 

it is defined in the form: 

𝐸 − 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 = 𝑒[𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝐴(𝐷)]                                                               (13) 

This is equivalently defined as: 

𝐸 − 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡  = 𝐸𝑥𝑝 (∑
⃒𝐷𝑗⃒

⃒𝐷⃒
log2 (

⃒𝐷𝑗⃒

⃒𝐷⃒
)

𝑣

𝑗=1

)                                                (14) 

The introduction of the new parameter suggests that the splitting values are spread around the value 1. 

This helps in obtaining a better result. The division of Equation (2) by Equation (5) leads to the new 

method  𝐸. 𝐶4.5 which it is defined as: 

𝐸. 𝐶4.5 = (
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑃, 𝐴)

𝐸 − 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡
)                                                                 (15) 

3.3.1 Algorithm of the Proposed EC4.5  

Input: an attribute-valued dataset D 

 1. Tree = {} 

 2. If D is “pure” OR other stopping criteria met then 

 3.   terminate 

 4.  end if 

 5. for all attribute a ∈ D do 

 6.    Compute the gain ratio using exponential split if we split on a 

 7.  end for 

 8  .𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 =  Best attribute according to  the above computed criteria 

 9. Tree = Create a decision node that tests 𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 in the root 

10.𝐷𝑣 = Induced Sub-dataset from D based on 𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

11. for all 𝐷𝑣do 

12.   𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑣 = EC4.5 (𝐷𝑣)  
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13.      Attach  𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑣   to the corresponding branch of the Tree 

14. end for 

15. return Tree 

3.4 Evaluation 

We consider the following terms in evaluating the performance of the proposed EC4.5. 
(a) TN (True Negative) is the number of correct predictions that an instance is invalid. 

(b)  FP (False Positive) is the number of incorrect predictions that an instance is valid. 

(c) FN (False Negative) is the number of incorrect prediction that an instance is invalid.  

(d) TP (True Positive) is the number of correct predictions that an instance is valid.  

Also, the following performance measure was used to test the performance of the proposed EC4.5. 

Accuracy is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct:  

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(%) =
(𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃)

(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑃)
                                                     (16) 

Precision is the proportion of the predicted valid instances that were correct: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(%) =
𝑇𝑃

(𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃)
                                                               (17) 

Recall is the proportion of the valid instances that were correctly identified: 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(%) =
𝑇𝑃

(𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃)
                                                               (18) 

F-Measure is derived from precision and recall values:  

𝐹 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒(%) =
(2 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 × 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)

(𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
                                            (19) 

The F-Measure is used because despite the Precision and Recall values are valid metrics in their own 

right, one of them can be optimized at the expense of the other. The F-Measure only produces a high 

result when Precision and Recall are both balanced and significant. 

4.  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL (EC4.5) 

To see how the new model works, we consider the following example. Suppose that we want to compare 

the performances of ID3, C4.5 and EC4.5 to decide whether the time will be good to play basketball. A 

two-week data collection was used. 

Table 2.  Experimental dataset [19]. 

Day Outlook Temperature Humidity Play 

1 Sun Hot High No 

2 Sun Hot High No 

3 Overcast Hot High Yes 

4 Rain Sweet High Yes 

5 Rain Cold Normal Yes 

6 Rain Cold Normal No 

7 Overcast Cold Normal Yes 

8 Sun Sweet High No 

9 Sun Cold Normal Yes 

10 Rain Sweet Normal Yes 

11 Sun Sweet Normal Yes 

12 Overcast Sweet High Yes 

13 Overcast Hot Normal Yes 

14 Rain Sweet High No 
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The classification of the target is "Should we play basketball?" The answer can be either yes or no. The 

weather attributes which include outlook, temperature and humidity take the following values: 

Outlook = {Sun, Overcast, Rain} 

Temperature = {Hot, Sweet, Cold} 

Humidity = {High, Normal} 

So, using the three now sets: the information gain (ID3), the gain ratio (C4.5) and the E-gain ratio 

(EC4.5) are calculated for the outlook based on temperature and humidity as shown in the appendix. 

 

Figure 1. Outcome of the 3 classification algorithms. 

From Figure 1, the three classification algorithms ID3, C4.5 and EC4 have the following outcome: 

outlook with 5,4,5 attributes shows that ID3 has a value of 0.247, C4.5 has a value of 0.157 and EC4.5 

has a value of 0.112. Subsequently, temperature with 6,4,6 attributes shows that ID3 has a value of 

0.029, C4.5 has a value of 0.019 and EC4.5 has a value of 0.013. However, humidity which has the same 

number of attributes of 7,7 leads to ID3 and C4.5 having the same value of 0.152. EC4.5 shows an 

improvement by having the value 0.092 which reduces the number of uncertainties in C4.5. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the experiment, the values of the gain ratio (C4.5) and E-gain ratio (EC4.5) were first used to calculate 

the probability of uncertainty of some selected attributes with the highest instances. The outcome is 

shown in detail in Table 3. Figure 2 displays that EC4.5 is the optimal algorithm which has the lowest 

probability of uncertainty on all attributes and C4.5 has the highest probability of uncertainty. 

Table 3. Probability of uncertainty outcome of gain ratio and E-gain ratio. 

 Selected Attribute C4.5 (Gain Ratio) EC4.5 (E-Gain Ratio) 

SAP 0.931464 0.335235 

Aca. Qual. 0.639899 0.227053 

Rank 0.429688 0.114575 

Univ.  Exp. 0.148147 0.082564 

Age 0.090222 0.030221 

Prof.  Qual. 0.310135 0.110069 

Appt. Status 0.105773 0.02568 

Gender 0.002881 0.001252 

Emp. Status 0.000418 0.000313 

Furthermore, C4.5 and EC4.5 classification algorithm, were trained and tested on the same dataset; the 

measures used for the algorithm performance evaluation were accuracy, precision, recall and F1 

measure. 

Table 4 illustrates the detailed results of the two classification algorithms. 

0
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0.25
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Figure 2. Probability of uncertainty outcome of gain ratio and E-gain ratio. 

Table 4. Detailed classification accuracy results of C4.5 and EC4.5. 

Performance Metrics C4.5 EC4.5 

Accuracy 51.27% 99.40% 

Error Rate   48.73% 0.60% 

Precision 0.513 0.994 

Recall 0.513 0.994 

F1 Measure 0.678 0.994 

The detailed classification accuracies suggest that EC4.5 outperformed C4.5, because it has a lower FP 

rate of 0.003 and a TP rate of 0.994 which was used to calculate the accuracy using the performance 

metrics. Thus, EC4.5 is the optimal model of classification algorithm in this paper.  

 
Figure 3. Accuracy and error rate of C4.5 and EC4.5. 

Figure 3 shows that EC4.5 has the highest accuracy of 99.40% with an error rate of 0.60%, while C4.5 

has an accuracy of 51.27% with an error rate of 48.73%.  

 

Figure 4.  Precision, recall and F1 measure of C4.5 and EC4.5. 

Figure 4 shows the detailed results of the compared algorithms, with C4.5 having the highest value over 
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EC4.5; under precision C4.5 has 0.513 and EC4.5 has 0.994; under recall C4.5 has 0.513 and EC4.5 has 

0.994; and lastly under F1 measure C4.5 has 0.678 and EC4.5 has 0.994. The overall result suggested 

that EC4.5 is the optimal algorithm compared to C4.5. 

6. CONCLUSIONS   

This paper proposed a modified model (EC4.5). The proposed modification offers solutions to the 

limitations associated with C4.5 in terms of presenting an equivalent result with ID3 when the same 

number of attributes is used. After testing the two classifiers (C4.5 and EC4.5), the result of the 

experiment shows that EC4.5 outperformed, with an accuracy of 99.40%, whereas C4.5 has an accuracy 

of 51.27%. Based on the result of this research, EC4.5 was selected as the optimal algorithm. Future 

work should consider a hybrid approach to handle multi-dimensional data with large intervals using 

EC4.5 algorithm.  
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APPENDIX 

Result of the three classification algorithms 

Outlook Temperature Humidity 

Algorithms Attributes Calculated 

Values 

Algorithms Attributes Calculated 

Values 

Algorithms Attributes Calculated 

Values 

ID3  

5,4,5 

0.247 ID3  

6,4,6 

0.029 ID3  

7,7 

0.152 

C4.5 0.157 C4.5 0.019 C4.5 0.152 

EC4.5 0.112 EC4.5 0.013 EC4.5 0.092 

 ملخص البحث:

زمددددددا    دددددد  (  دددددد  وارددددددا تةز)   دددددد و زم  دددددد     دددددد ة        دددددد  C4.5تعددددددا زميةز)   دددددد   

(، فىدددددي تعيدددددي ل  لددددد     ت ددددد  م  ددددد  زم دددددي  ددددد   زم  دددددة  ID3زميةز)   ددددد   وفضددددد   ى    ددددد  

(،  بي صدددددد    ددددددا زسدددددد يازا زمعددددددا  ل  دددددد   دددددد  زم دددددد  و  ID3سدددددد يازا زميةز)   دددددد    ب   ىدددددد  

(   عدددددا تددددد  تق ددددد   C4.5 تق دددددا  لدددددتق زمة)عددددد  تق  ددددد  تعددددد مة لدددددتز زمق دددددة) فدددددي زميةز)   ددددد   

  و زء زم ق    زم ق اح  ب  ء      زماع 

( ملاسددددددد    س  ددددددد  زم ددددددد   زم اا  ددددددد  EC4.5زمب حرددددددد ا  ع ة ددددددد و زم  ددددددد  ز  سدددددددي     ددددددد ياا

دددددد    ميةز)   دددددد  زم  دددددد      ( ب دددددد ء  C4.5م ل ة دددددد  زمب  لدددددد و ل  ددددددى ،   قددددددا  ا ل ةلتدددددد       

ددددد  زم ق دددددا  ل لددددد  وفضددددد  ب ر دددددا  ق )لددددد     ددددد  س  ددددد   تددددد   ة)   عدددددا و يددددد  زم  دددددةلث زم   ر

تددددددددا ر    ىدددددددد  زماعدددددددد  ز   دددددددد  م   ددددددددةلث زم ق ددددددددا  ( C4.5ب  دددددددد رة زميةز)   دددددددد  زم ق  ا دددددددد   

 % 27 51( زمب مغ  C4.5%  ق )ل  باع  زميةز)     ز ص     4 99 زمب مغ  
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